INTRODUCTION
Digital retinal images are used for diagnosis of many retinal diseases such as diabetic retinopathy (micro aneurysms, hemorrhages, ischemic changes), age-related macular degeneration (macular edema, cystoids macular edema), atherosclerosis, glaucoma etc. [1] These diseases are one of the significant causes of blindness amongst adults worldwide. Therefore, early diagnosis and detection of these diseases are indispensable, and computer aided tools for this purpose can be very helpful. [2] The good quality of retinal images is very essential for accurate detection and diagnosis either manually or automatically. However, studies show that approximately 12% of retinal images can't be analyzed clinically because
A B S T R A C T
To investigate the effect of preprocessing techniques including contrast enhancement and illumination correction on retinal image quality, a comparative study was carried out. We studied and implemented a few illumination correction and contrast enhancement techniques on color retinal images to find out the best technique for optimum image enhancement. To compare and choose the best illumination correction technique we analyzed the corrected red and green components of color retinal images statistically and visually. The two contrast enhancement techniques were analyzed using a vessel segmentation algorithm by calculating the sensitivity and specificity. The statistical evaluation of the illumination correction techniques were carried out by calculating the coefficients of variation. The dividing method using the median filter to estimate background illumination showed the lowest Coefficients of variations in the red component. The quotient and homomorphic filtering methods after the dividing method presented good results based on their low Coefficients of variations. The contrast limited adaptive histogram equalization increased the sensitivity of the vessel segmentation algorithm up to 5% in the same amount of accuracy. The contrast limited adaptive histogram equalization technique has a higher sensitivity than the polynomial transformation operator as a contrast enhancement technique for vessel segmentation. Three techniques including the dividing method using the median filter to estimate background, quotient based and homomorphic filtering were found as the effective illumination correction techniques based on a statistical evaluation. Applying the local contrast enhancement technique, such as CLAHE, for fundus images presented good potentials in enhancing the vasculature segmentation.
of inadequate quality. [3, 4] Nonuniform illumination and poor contrast due to the anatomy of eye fundus (the eye fundus with a three-dimensional concave shape), opaque media, wide-angle optics of the fundus cameras, insufficient pupil size, geometry of the sensor array, and movement of the eye are major causes of the low quality in retinal images. [4] Therefore, the improvement of image quality can play an essential role in retinal images analysis. [5] Image processing, analysis and computer vision techniques are growing progressively in all fields of medical imaging especially in modern ophthalmology. [6] In order to increase retinal image quality, the preprocessing stages would be applied. The main purpose of the preprocessing technique is to increase the diagnostic possibility in fundus images for visual assessment and also for the computer aided segmentation. The criteria to determine the quality of the retinal image is whether the dark blood vessels can be easily distinguished from the background. [7] In two different studies, blood vessel detection and the length of visible small vessels around the fovea were used to assess the image quality. [7, 8] To do preprocessing for retinal images, different techniques have been used by some authors. In recent studies, the histogram specification technique was used for the first step of preprocessing in retinal image segmentation. [9] [10] [11] Additionally, contrast limited adaptive histogram equalization (CLAHE) was performed on retinal images to enhance local contrast. [10, 12, 13] A recent study used CLAHE to improve contrast and correct nonuniform background to extract boundary of optic disk. [14] Another study, a modified quotient based approach and nonuniform illumination model were applied to correct the nonuniform illumination in fundus fluorescein angiograms. [15] The optic disk was segmented in retinal images by means of color mathematical morphology and the use of active contours after using an image enhancement technique. Also, as a preprocessing technique, color remapping was performed after single channel enhancing. [16] One study compared some contrast enhancement and illumination equalization techniques for vascular segmentation in retinal images. In this study, the performances of preprocessing techniques in vascular segmentation were evaluated by calculating the value of the area under receiver operating characteristic curve. The adaptive histogram equalization was found to be the most effective technique and improved the segmentation of the vessel in the retina. [17] Considering the importance of preprocessing stage in the retinal image processing, we carried out a comparative study on a few illumination correction techniques including dividing techniques, homomorphic filtering and quotient based method. Also, we performed CLAHE and polynomial transformation operator for contrast enhancement in retinal images. [3, 10, 13, 15, [18] [19] [20] We assessed the techniques quantitatively and compare them to choose the most suitable preprocessing techniques for further works.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Image Data
We implemented the preprocessing techniques on two databases; 1. The clinical database was twenty digital retinal images obtained using Topcon TRC-50 IX Mydriatic Retinal Camera from the university eye clinics in Tabriz, Iran. The size of images was 500 × 752 pixels with 24 bit color were stored in tiff format files. 2. The publicly available DRIVE database, which consists of 40 images captured by the Canon CR5 camera at 45° FOV were digitized at 24 bit with a spatial resolution of 565 × 584 pixels. The results of the manual segmentation of vessels are available for this database. [21] 
Preprocessing Techniques
Several techniques have been used to improve uneven illumination and contrast levels in different studies. We used the common techniques, which were introduced in the papers about preprocessing of retina images of the eye that were explained in details.
Noise reduction technique
The noise of all studied images was removed using adaptive noise removing filter before implementing illumination correction and contrast enhancement techniques. This filtering is performed by considering the local mean and the variance around each pixel. [19] The following equation shows the adaptive function of pixel that is given based on adaptive noise removing by mean and variance around each pixel in the image g (x, y):
,
Where µ, s are the local mean and variance around each pixel respectively:
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and  2 , the variance of noise in g (x, y), is taken by averaging of all the local estimated variances in image. S ab is the N-by-M local neighborhood of each pixel in the image. We chose a 3 × 3 window for S ab. Since it was found that the window size of 3 × 3 gives good result for noise reduction. [22, 23] The larger window size leads to blur the image and the details reduced.
Illumination correction
The following methods are the illumination correction techniques and are used in this study:
Dividing methods
A two-dimensional image, f (x, y) was modeled as having two components that can be seen in the following equation. [19] f x y i x y r x y , , . ,
The nature of i (x, y) is determined by illumination source, which generally is characterized by gradual nonuniform spatial variations, whilst reflectance component r (x, y) is determined by the characteristics of the imaged objects and vary abruptly at the edge of anatomical feature. In dividing method, the original image is divided by an estimation of the illumination pattern as follows below:
In order to estimate the illumination pattern of images i (x, y), the following methods were used.
• Applying a median filter with 25 × 25 window size, which is larger than the maximum size of the features presented on components of a RGB image f (x, y) [24] [25] [26] [27] • Based on our preliminary study, a bright center and dim peripheral were presented in the captured image of a sample white paper sheet using fundus camera. So we preferred to use the two-dimensional Gaussian distribution to model the illumination of the fundus camera, vertically and horizontally. Therefore, to obtain a mathematical function of illumination pattern in our camera, the intensity profiles along two directions of image were computed, vertically and horizontally. Then the parameters of the Gaussian distribution model were obtained by fitting to Gaussian function, Eq. (6 correction was introduced in a study by Cree et al. [28] We used this technique to estimate the background function as the illumination pattern. For this purpose, 50 even control points (excluded the fovea and the central macular region and any other parts of the retinal image including features or pathologies) were chosen on red component of three selected retinal images of left eyes. A fifth-degree two-dimensional polynomial model was chosen to provide a good fit for the control points. The background intensity was calculated at these points, and the model was restricted to fit at each point. This leads to a set of 50 linear combinations that must be solved for the a i in Eq. (7). Solution could be performed with the singular value decomposition technique. The fifth-degree two-dimensional polynomial is given by: 
The eye illumination pattern was calculated by averaging the solved polynomial of the three selected sample images for both right and left eyes
• We used two illumination patterns in above sections (2 and 3), were obtained from the illumination of camera function (section 2) and intensity of patient's retinal features (section 3), to correct nonuniform illumination of retinal images. We intend to obtain the illumination function based on these two objects; the illumination of the camera and the surface of the retina. Therefore, the Gaussian function of camera illumination was multiplied by the polynomial function for estimating illumination pattern of left and right retinal images. The resultant equations represent the estimation of illumination from the camera function and from the retinal surface.
Homomorphic filtering
The illumination and reflectance components are associated with a low and high frequencies in the Fourier transform of the logarithm of the image. [19] In color retinal images, there are slow spatial variations in illumination component and abruptly variation in reflectance component because of vessels and other features. The homomorphic filtering in the frequency domain with cutoff frequency locus in the distance of D 0 is given by: [19] H
In this equation, C is introduced to control the sharpness of the slope of the filter function as it transits between  L and
( ) is the distance from any point to the center of Fourier transform and given by:
M2 and N/2 are center of the frequency coordinate.
To correct the uneven illumination, after converting RGB retinal images to hue saturation intensity (HSI) space, the Homomorphic filter on the intensity component of HSI was applied. To get the optimum parameters of Eq. (8), the simple form of low pass filter, Eq. (8-1) was applied on the image in order to acquire the enhanced illumination intensity form of image and then the optimum parameter of C and D 0 were chosen.
Low pass exp
Then for convert to high-frequency pass filter we subtract this from one, in a result  L and  L set to be 0, 1 respectively.
We experimentally obtained parameters in the equation to be C = 0.1, D 0 2 = 150. It was suggested that an important advantage of HSI color model is that it decouples intensity and color information. [19] The corrected HSI was converted to RGB space.
Quotient method
A modified quotient based approach [15] was used to model the nonuniform illumination as a multiplicative degradation function that can be described by Eq. (10) . 
, (,
I (x, y) is input, I 0 (x, y) will be corrected image, l 0 is ideal illumination value and I s (x, y) is smoothed image that can be produced from original image using median filter with large window size. [15] We applied this function on intensity component of HSI space, and the modified HSI was converted to RGB space. To obtain I s (x, y) the intensity component was smoothed by median filter with a 25 × 25 window size. This size is chosen based on previous works [24] [25] [26] [27] and our experience using different size windows. The ideal illumination l 0 was set to be the mean value of the intensity image from intensity component of HSI.
Techniques for contrast enhancement
Vision science defines contrast as the perceived brightness or color variation within an image. [29] This study investigated two contrast enhancement techniques as follow:
• The CLAHE is a histogram processing technique that operates on small regions of the image rather than the entire of image. [19] It performs image contrast enhancement significantly better than the regular histogram equalization. [17, 30] We applied CLAHE technique with the specification of 8 × 8 neighborhood windowing and bottom 0.8% histogram clipping limit • Walter et al. [18] defined a polynomial gray level transformation operator for the global polynomial contrast enhancement and locally applied it on green component of retinal images that can be seen in Eq. (11) as follows: (11) where (t max , t min) and (u max , u min ) are the maximum and minimum intensity of input and output images respectively.
f (x) is input image, *(x) is the local mean value of f (x)
within a window W centered in the pixel x, and parameter r determines the enhancement of contrast. The window size was chosen to be 25 × 25 pixel and r was set to be 2 according to the previous study.
[ 18] In two other studies, the local contrast enhancement method was used in the intensity channel of retinal images. [31, 32] The contrast enhancement techniques were implemented on all images on the both green and intensity components.
Statistical and Visual Evaluation
The studied techniques were implemented in MATLAB R2010a software. The performance of illumination correction techniques on the clinical database was evaluated by statistical analysis and subjective visual assessment.
To compare illumination correction techniques statistically and find out which one is more effective to produce a uniform illumination image, the statistical evaluations were carried out for the red and green components. The blue component was excluded due to the lack of applicable information in retinal images. [33] According to our previous study, we used six regions as an appropriate number for the evaluations of illumination uniformity. [34] To do this evaluation six cells around the fovea, excluding vessels on the image were selected. The cell size was chosen to be at least twice as large as the expected maximum diameter of retinal vessels. [35] The optimum size of the cell was chosen to be 31 × 31 to include the variations in illumination. [34] The standard deviation in each cell was calculated and divided by mean value of intensity to compensate the variation of intensity in each cell. This means that the coefficient of variation (CV), in each cell was calculated in the images. The mean value of CVs in each image indicates the variation of illumination. [36] Additionally, small mean value of CVs shows the low illumination variation on image and vice versa.
To achieve the best choice for the contrast enhancement, we applied a vessel segmentation algorithm [36] on retina images, before and after enhancing the contrast of them. The green component of RGB space was used for the vessel segmentation. [21] The accuracy, sensitivity and specificity of the vessel segmentation of the automated method with respect to available result of manual vessel segmentation [21] were obtained on an accurate pixel-by-pixel basis. The detection accuracy was defined as the ratio of the total number of correctly classified pixels to the number of pixels inside the FOV. [36] On the other hand, the performance of the techniques were visually evaluated based on clarity of the detection of features and the diagnosis of abnormalities in diabetic retinopathy images. For this purpose, a subjective visual assessment was carried out by three ophthalmologists. The twenty color images from the clinical (first database) were corrected by preprocessing techniques. The corrected images and the original one were shown to three expert ophthalmologists to assess the images and fill the assessment form. They were asked to assess the images based on visual appearance, vessels and details, exudates and diagnosis and then to categorize them based on weak, medium, excellent grades. They scored the corrected and original images from 1 to 3. The results of average scores of techniques calculated and categorize to weak (mean score 1-1.4), medium (mean score 1.5-2.4) and good (mean score 2.5-3) grades.
RESULTS
The results of applying the preprocessing techniques on a sample of the retinal image are shown in Figure 1 .
The mean of CVs versus illumination correction techniques on the red and the green components have shown in Figure 2 . It shows three illumination correction methods consisted of dividing methods using the median filter, homomorphic filtering and Quotient based that had the lower mean value of the CVs in comparison with the other three techniques for each component. Furthermore, all mean values of CVs for the red component were smaller than those for the green component.
The results of visual assessment by ophthalmologists are summarized in Table 1 .
According to the visual assessment the corrected images by dividing method, which used Gaussian function to estimate the illumination pattern of camera light, as well as the fifth-degree two-dimensional polynomial to estimate the background illumination were categorized in excellent category. The corrected images by homomorphic, quotient base method, and the smoothed image by median filter were categorized in medium. However, the images corrected by the contrast enhancement techniques, were classified in the weak category [ Table 1 ].
The contrast enhancement techniques were also analyzed by calculating the sensitivity, specificity and accuracy of vessel segmentation algorithm on retinal images of DRIVE database. The results of vessel segmentation on a sample image before and after enhancing the contrast using above methods are shown in Figure 3 . Table 2 represents the results of mean sensitivity, specificity and 
DISCUSSION
This work investigated and compared the eight preprocessing techniques with aimed to correct uneven illumination and low contrast, which appeared in the retinal images. Based on the statistical evaluation results, the dividing method using median filter on Red component for background estimation presented a good ability in correction of illumination with the low value of CVs compared with original images [ Figure 2 ]. The high mean value of CVs for the green component in comparison to the red one could be due to the high mean value of intensity on the red component of retinal images. It should be reminded that the CV is equal to Standard Deviation divided by the mean value of intensity (standard deviation/mean). From Figure 2 , it can be seen that the background estimation using a third method, M3, did not produce a significant difference in the CVs of corrected images compared to original images. This might be due to the different backgrounds of retinal images caused by variations in anatomical features and retinal pigmentations in different people. So, as presented in the study of Cree et al. [28] the individual background estimation for each retinal image is suggested.
According to our results, three techniques consisted of the dividing method using median filter to estimate background (M1), quotient based (M6) and homomorphic filtering (M5) were found to be the effective correction techniques among the techniques we investigated. They reduced some of the variation of background illumination that was indicated by low mean value of CVs [ Figure 2 ]. However, the resultant images were categorized as low-grade images in subjective visual evaluation by ophthalmologists. Because, some features such as the macula were eliminated in the corrected images using these methods. As a result, in order to extract the retinal structures based on texture features, applying of these methods are not recommended.
The results of visual assessment of the corrected color images [ Table 1 ] showed that the techniques have good potential in the background estimation based on Gaussian distribution (M2) and the fifth-degree two-dimensional polynomial (M3) in comparison with the other techniques. These methods were preferred by our expert clinicians because they did not change the usual appearance of images.
However, the results of visual assessment showed the contrast enhancement methods have poor performance for producing a suitable appearance of retinal images; they could enhance the sensitivity in vessel extraction due to enhancing of vessels. Using CLAHE methods increased the sensitivity of the vasculature segmentation algorithm up to 5% with the same level of accuracy [ Table 2 ].
The results of this study are in good agreement with the study of Youssif et al. [17] As they found that a noticeable enhancing in the vascular segmentation was achieved by applying a local contrast enhancement based on adaptive histogram equalization. However, it is worth to mention that different preprocessing techniques were used by this group. Thus, it can be concluded that the local histogram equalization could be efficient techniques in enhancing the contrast.
In the study of Salvatelli et al. [37] some preprocessing methods have been applied on retinal images of STAR database. The performance of the preprocessing methods was evaluated by applying two different segmentation algorithms of exudates (i.e. local fractal dimension and fuzzy c-mean). They achieved significant results by combinations of homomorphic filtering for illumination correction, along with morphologic filtering for contrast enhancement. Our result in the study also showed good agreement with Salvatelli's results for homomorphic filtering as the application of homomorphic filtering corrected the illumination effectively.
Finally, it can be concluded that three techniques including the dividing method using the median filter, quotient based and homomorphic filtering may be used as effective correction techniques for illumination of retinal images. The most effective technique on the red component found to be dividing method using the median filter to estimate background while the quotient method was the most effective technique on green component. Applying a local contrast enhancement for fundus images showed good potential in enhancing the vasculature segmentation. Also, the result showed using CLAHE as a preprocessing method a high level of vessel detection was achievable. For automatic detection of retinal features in color images, CLAHE for enhancing the contrast is recommended. In addition using dividing method for illumination correction we could reduce the difference of intensity of images. Our results showed that the preprocessing methods improved the quality of images for automatic detection of features more than that for human viewing.
There are wide varieties of image preprocessing methods in the literature. However, preprocessing methods of fundus images were compared only in a few studies. So, we were limited in comparing the result with other studies.
In future works, we plan to expand the data set and use other segmentation algorithms such as exudate segmentation to indicate that which preprocessing techniques are useful for the computer segmentation of retinal lesions. 
